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INTRODUCTION
A monument of turbomachinery technology is huler's Turbomachinery Equation which is based upon thermodynamic definitions of work and Newton's Laws. Since the Navier-Stokes Equations and Crocco's Equation1-in a rotating (moving) frame are also based upon thermodynamics and Newton's Laws, they must in principle contain Euler's Turbomachinery Equation in differential form and, on integration, in integral form.
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Integration of Crocco's Equation in the absolute frame has given rise to the "Unsteadiness Paradox" to explain rotor energy transfer. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] An aspect of the paradox which must be rationalized (vide infra) is Vavra's statement (ref. 8, pp. 110 and 111) that if the relative velocity and the rotor velocity are constant with time, then the absolute velocity must be time independent.
Time-dependence is largely ignored in the design of marine propellers. The fact that energy transfer is routinely calculated in a steady-state moving frame provides philosophical questions concerning the proper interpretations of the Unsteadiness Paradox. This rationalization is effected quite simply by the "crypto-steady" relation that arises from the Galilean transformation used by Coriolis.
A Galilean transformation with rotation (the Coriolis transformation) that connects the moving rotor frame and the absolute or laboratory frame provides a relationship between the frames so that integration of the energy rate may be conveniently performed in a time-independent frame with a time-independent set of coordinates.
The transformation leadh to simplified expressions for the substantial total-enthalpy transfer rate which are uncoupled from the expressions for the substantial entropic energy rate. The fact that the total enthalpy and the entropic energy rates are uncoupled makes for implified integration of the total enthalpy transfer, and generates a differential form of the turbomachinery equation and, on integration, a novel form of Euler's Turbomachinery Equation corrected for viscous non-ideal flow.
Euler's classical Turbomachinery Equation does not include a viscous term to correct for viscous losses since Euler was concerned only with the mechanical work transfer to or from the shaft. If one is concerned with total enthalpy transfer at a point in a fluid, the viscous loss must be addressed as is ilustrated in this paper.
An application of the differential turbomachinery equation is described for a twodimensional, ideal, linear turbine.
THE GALILEAN TRANSFORMATION
The moving frame and the absolute frame of a turborotor are connected by a Galilean transformation, which imposes relationships between the coordinates of the frames. From these relationships the vector operations in the two frames may be derived.
In the following discussion the subscripts v and w represent the absolute and the moving frame coordinate and vector values. (See Fig. 1 
Equations 1 and 2 define, in fact, the "crypto-steady criterion." 15 If U is constant, then a frame exists in which the flow regime is truly steady state.
The vector operator V is independent of time. Therefore
Now from Eq. 1 for any functionf,
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where q represents all the position coordinates in the absolute frame and q is the moving-frame coordinate of a generalized curvilinear orthogonal coordinate system which completely defines the position and velocity of the energy-transferring device. Eq. 4 is an extension of the usual crypto-steady relation.
THE INTERPRETATION OF TIME DERIVATIVES
The time derivative of the static blade-to-blade pressure is obtained from Eq. 4 by substituting p for the functionf. Using cylindrical coordinates
shows a point P(rz,t) fixed in the absolute frame between blades of a centrifugal compressor rotor rotating into decreasing values of 0, . The thermodynamic properties of the point P at the suction side of blade 1 change as time advances and the pressure side of blade 2 approaches P. When the wall passes through point P, fluid properties cease to exist at P. Thermodynamic information about the fluid at this point ceases. The time interval At for n blades and angular velocity (o is
where 6(r, z) is the subtended blade angle in radians.
Tune is fixed at to for the spatial derivatives of Fig. 2b . The angular change AOw is in a direction negative to the blade motion. Figure 2c shows a curve of the intra-blade pressure distribution changing with time in the absolute frame. In the moving frame, it represents the spatial distribution in a fixed instant of time.
TIME DEPENDENCE AND FRAME OF REFERENCE
Looking at the relationship between moving and absolute frame velocities, namely V= W+ U,
Vavra has noted that Eq. 7 suggests that if Wis independent of time, then V is also independent of time. This point is an overlooked aspect of the Unsteadiness Paradox. 1 4 The converse statement is also true, and the Unsteadiness Paradox would imply that flow must be unsteady in the moving frame. The observer who sits on an ideal rotor in an ideal infinite fluid sees no time dependence in measured thermodynamic properties at a point. However, when the same observer passes to the absolute frame, he measures time-dependent thermodynamic properties each time a blade passes by that point. The problem is resolved by noting that the frame of the coordinates used in Eq. 7 determines whether the observer perceives time dependence. If the velocity vectors are expressed in terms of r, Ow, and z, the measurements are in the moving frame and both OVER TIME, At, THE PRESSURE SIDE OF THE NEXT BLADE MOVES TO THE POINT P(r, 0 , z). 
DERIVATION OF THE DIFFERENTIAL AND INTEGRAL FORMS
ASPECTS OF TIME-DEPENDENCE IN THE ABSOLUTE AND MOVING FRAMES
The Navier-Stokes Equations exhibit Coriolis terms in a unique steady-state rotating frame which develops from th-Galilean transformation. Even in the frames of a device without rotation, the definition of the moving frame inherently contains and always invokes the crypto-steady relation, Eqs. 4 and 5. Provided there is uniform upstream flow, an observer moving with the device (for example a sail) may observe crypto-steady-state behavior in the fluid. Nevertheless, the time-dependent terms must be recovered on imposition of the Galilean transformation to the absolute frame.
In the Coriolis form the Navier-Stokes Equations explicitly exhibit the rotational motion of the energy-transferring rotor device, thus:
where .r' represents the stress tensor excluding the pressure term p6 '
THE COUPLED SUBSTANTIAL TOTAL ENTHALPY AND ENTROPIC ENERGY RATE IN THE MOVING AND ABSOLUTE FRAMES
If crypto-steady flow does not characterize the flow regime of the moving frame, the thermodynamic properties of the flow must fluctuate about an average value for any given thermodynamic condition. If U is constant, the time-dependent, linear acceleration term evaluated in the relative frame integrated over time cannot lead to energy transfer. However, time averages over non-linear terms lead to non-vanishing Reynold's stress terms. It will be assumed that time dependence in the moving frame is negligible. Therefore in Eq. 8 the acceleration term in the moving frame will be dropped.
Using the absolute-frame equality of Eq. 9 and the gradient form of Gibb's equation of state, the substantial derivative of the total enthalpy is obtained in terms of the partial
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derivative of the pressure, the substantial entropic energy, T-, and the stress tensor r' (see refs. 16-18 for det'ls.)
Dh,
(pDs V
If the substantial entropic energy is independent of heat transfer, then it may be expressed as functions of the velocity vector along with the stress term. At this point analysis stops unless the partial pressure derivative is resolved in terms of the velocity. Employing Eq. 4 with the static pressure as the arbitrary function the result is
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where Eq. 9 may be used to replace the pressure derivative in Eq. 11. From the dot product of U with the moving frame equality in Eq. 9 the pressure gradient term becomes
(1
In Eq. 12 the gradient of the pressure is of course invariant in all frames, but the moving frame is convenient and preferable. Combining Eq. II with 12, the substantial derivative of the total enthalpy coupled with the entropic energy is obtained in terms of flow field variables.
Dh-T-s= U. (W-V)W+ 2U. U X W+IW (V . ').
Dt
Dt 0
UNCOUPLING THE SUBSTANTIAL DERI' 1 ATIVE OF THE TOTAL ROTHALPY AND ENTROPIC ENERGY RATES If the gradient of the specific kinetic energy in the absolute frame is subtracted from the right-hand equality in Eq. 9 and V is replaced by Eq. 7, then 8
Q (14)
A useful intermediate expression is
where the quantity hw in Eq. 15 is the total relative rothalpy. Combining Eqs. 14 and 15, Crocco's Equation for the total relative rothalpy in the moving frame with crypto-steady flow is derived.
8
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Vhw -TVs = W x (V X W+ 2Y) + I VP' . 
where q arises from heat transfer and the second term is the specific dissipation. It is assumed that there are no external heat sources or sinks and no thermal conduction and that crypto-steady flow prevails. Therefore 
Aho = A(UVy).
Note that Eq. 24 is strictly true only for isentropic flow. The substantial total enthalpy rate in the absolute frame is now obtained by eliminating the entropic energy rate in Eq. 13 with Eq. 21.
Equation 25, expressing the power transfer, is a differential form of the turbomachinery equation in terms of the moving frame. With Eq. 21 it is now possible to uncouple the total-enthalpy, pressure relationship of (11) from the entropic energy.
Dh,
Equation 26 indicates that neither axial nor radial pressure gradients are germane to the calculation of specific total enthalpy transfer. (Mass flow rates are of course a function of axial or radial pressure gradients.) Note, in contrast with some views (ref 9, pp. 7 and 8), only transverse pressure gradients parallel to U contribute to total enthalpy transfer. The impulse stages of turbomachines prove that axial or radial pressure gradients play no role in energy transfer. Moreover, from Eq. 25 for ideal flows which have no vorticity, only kinetic energy gradients paralleling the blade motion U contribute to total enthalpy transfer. Nevertheless, non-ideal total enthalpy transfer depends upon non-linear as well as the linear properties of the flow.
The substantial total enthalpy rate given by Eq. 25 is a differential form of the turbomachinery equation in the time-independent coordinates of the moving frame. A proper test of Eq. 25 would be the applicability of the equation to integration over the rotor blade-to-blade flow. Moving-frame integration should predict a total enthalpy transfer compatible with that of the Euler Turbomachinery Equation. Therefore, the integration of Eq. 25 will be performed as a test in the three-dimensional domain. An application of the new equation will be developed in a two-dimensional linear turbine. Compatibility of the results with Euler's Equation or the consequences thereof will lend credence to the logic of analysis employed in the derivation.
INTEGRATION OF THE TOTAL ENTHALPY RATE
In the integration process it will be assumed that the flow may be divided into streams which pass between a given pair of blades. In the rotating frame the streamtube walls are fixed steady-stage walls associated with a steady-state mass flow rate m which may consist of radial and axial mass flow components.
DERIVATION OF THE INTEGRAL FORM FROM THE DIFFERENTIAL FORM
The differential form of the turbomachinery equation (Eq. 25) may be integrated to yield
10
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e h-dr
The first term of the right member of Eq. 27 is the tangential component of the convective term obtained on dot multiplication with U, i.e.:
Or r 00 az r
The first and last terms of Eq. 28 will be combined in an integral identified by 11.4 thus:
The factors in Eq. 29 may be rearranged to express the radial mass flow which must be constant in steady flow.
Following arguments presented previously'
where
The third term of the right member of Eq. 28 may be written to show the axial mass flow rate mn explicitly.
where the axial velocity V, , We , and U have been averaged over Ar and AO . Substituting the axial mass rate for the parenthesis in Eq. 32,
The second term of the right member provides an integral which contains the tangential kinetic energy. In Eq. 38 the terms WO are averaged over 0 and z in the first term and over r and 0 in the second term. If the total steady-state mass rate m between a pair of blades is m=mr+mz, The viscous term is a novel feature of the derivation which may explain losses of rotors during windmilling. With the exception of the viscous energy term (VIS), the integral expression Eq. 40 exhibits a formal similarity and compatibility with Euler's Turbomachinery Equation. The derivation lends credence to the hypothesis that Eq. 25 is indeed a differential form of the turbomachinery equation (Eq. 24).
A two-dimensional application and test of the differential form (Eq. 25) on an ideal linear device where the solution is known precisely will now be examined.
THE SUBSTANTIAL TOTAL ENTHALPY RATE IN A TWO-DIMENSIONAL
DEVICE An infinite circular cylinder with bound circulation, as shown in Fig. 3 , is aa elemental linear turbine. It may be considered as an infinite sail on a sailboat or an infinite wing on a sailplane. The device extracts energy from the ideal inviscid working fluid. Work is performed on the sailplane (fixed to a vertical rail) by raising its height at uniform speed U against gravity. Work on the sailboat is performed by moving the boat at uniform speed U which elevates a weight attached at minus infinity by an infinite tether. In the moving frame the apparent velocity of the ideal working fluid at infinite distance is W,. The relationship between the absolute and moving coordinate system and the velocities is given by the Galilean transformation of Fig. 1 .
THE TOTAL ENTHALPY TRANSFER RATE BASED ON AERODYNAMICS
In the absence of vorticity and viscosity the ideal flow field will exhibit no total gradient in accordance with Eq. 23. Since the flow field is ideal, the flow domain may be described by a potential function or its conjugate stream function. The lift is therefore the ideal lifting force, L, of the Kutta-Joukowski Equation given by
where r is the scalar circulation. The units are force per unit length of cylinder. In the absolute and moving frame the lift component Ly directed parallel to the y axis of Fig. 3 is given by LY = ewo = eV r,
where the subscript x represents the x component. Recalling that U is the velocity of motion of the device (sail or wing or rotating cylinder) as perceived in the absolute frame, the power is the product of U and Ly.
Power/unit length = oUWoxr .
Since we assume that there is no heat rate, 
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In Eq. 58 the second integral makes no contribution because it is antisymmetric. The first integral cancels the second term in the last integral to yield from the surviving terms = -OWoxFU= -OVoxFU .
(59) Dt
Equation 59 is identical with Eq. 44 and this result illustrates a useft,' application of the differential form and constitutes confirmation of the validity of the differential turbomachinery Equation (Eq. 25). For the linear case, the energy transfer rate of the rotor is proportional to the component of the kinetic energy gradient parallel to the moving rotor (or sail).
Recall that energy transfer occurs in the narrow domain of integration indicated in Fig. 4 which ranges to infinity. Thus the velocity of sound must be infinite in the potential system in agreement with the assumption of incompressibility.
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